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Use Case Highlights: Mental Health Center of Denver 
“Our focus was finding a solution that improved the timeliness of information 
exchange…getting it into the electronic record quickly, securely and from a point-to-point 
perspective.” 

Mary Peelen, Director – HIS 
Challenges: 

• Inability to quickly respond to time-sensitive patient information requests within a trusted 
framework / network 

• Exchanging medical information with range of entities having varying technology 
capabilities and processes (e.g. care providers, medical labs, court systems, regional 
department of behavioral health) 

• Converting relative printed secure emails and insertion into a patient’s electronic health 
record (EHR).   

• Manually extracting/converting patient files from CDs, USB sticks, US Mail, and faxes. 
• Identifying technology to manage the wide variety of formats of patient information 

received, daily. 
 

Implementation Experience / Lessons Learned: 
• Greatest challenge: Asking entities to set up a web address. Reluctance based on need 

to first understand security.  First-users were small office attorneys. Willing to work with 
us / vendor for direct messaging set-up. Admit lack of being “technically savvy”.   

• Other behavioral health medical record departments excited to sign up. However, their 
IT departments pushed back. IT departments stated they did not have time or did not 
take the time to review the steps to implement.   

• Most important: Have personal/direct conversation with a current patient information 
exchange entity (e.g. rural center) to first ask questions to identify medical records 
management contacts.   

• A different challenge in finding contacts in larger hospitals and government entities. 
• Adoption Lesson: Notifying community entities of having adopted a secure no-fax 

alternative process to exchange patient information sparked interest. Focus has been 
on signing up and notifying associated community small attorney offices and agencies. 

DIRECT Patient Information Exchange Outcomes 
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Provider IT guests to continue this Round Table Conversation over Dinner with Guest Speaker Mary Peelen, 
Director of Health Information Systems of Mental Health of Denver & Dr. David Kibbe, CEO of DirectTrust.org, 
RSVP today. Kodak Alaris & Inofile Host Provider Exclusive (Limited to first 12) Health IT Round Table Dinner  
**6:30pm Tues 4/14 @McCormick & Schmick’s on Wacker. Call/Text to Reserve Seat (585) 7037031 

Outcomes: 
 

• Added point-to-point security and efficiency by using Direct messaging health 
information framework standard, to include message receipt-tracking, and ability to 
upload received documents directly to the EMR 

• Uploading documents eliminates printing and scanning into the EMR and the end users 
can access their requested documents the same day in the EMR. 

• Met Meaningful Use (MU) Stage 2 data transfer requirements 
• Lowered costs for processing continuity of care requests, which regularly exceed 150 

per month. (Requests ranged from 30 minutes to more than two hours of staff time) 
• Reduced patient information exchange processing time by 50%, decreasing labor costs 

on average by more than $15,000 per year. 
• Reduced staff time to intake / filing of patient information from variety of sources and in 

a various formats. Labor savings added to process cost savings. 
• Dramatic reduction in faxing replaced by significant security and efficiency increases. 
• Enhanced reputation by community healthcare technology leadership recognition. 

 
Round Table Discussions / Facilitation: 
 

• 15-20 minutes of individual round table time 
• Go around the table and introduce yourselves! 
• Ongoing - note questions to ask Guest Speakers during Q&A (after discussion) 
• Review Ideas / Starter questions to Round Table amongst each other for 20 minutes: 

 
o What stage are you in for Direct Messaging implementation? (0 – Exploring 

through 10 – Fully Adopted) 
o What system are you using?  (Manual, EMR, HIE, etc.) 
o What percentage of patient information requires paper-based conversion 

(e.g. scanning)? How are you converting to useful data? 
o Who is aware of DirectTrust organization and their certification process? 
o What other benefits have you realized beyond what Mental Health of 

Denver experienced? 
o What current / future plans to you have to leverage Direct Secure 

Messaging with your Patient Engagement programs (e.g. Patient Portals, 
Patient / Provider / Health Insurer Call Centers)? 

o How many Providers are in your community? What percentage use Direct 
Messaging? 


